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With the social development and the progress of political civilization, And
interests of the community multi-layered diversity of subjects makes it
possible public participation in the legislative. This is a citizen and national
interactive process and a combination of bottom-up and top-down process.
In the legislation,how to coordinate the relationship between the public and the
legislative council has become the modern face of major problems.
Local legislation is an important component in China's legislative system,
and has played an important role in the China's legal system. This paper take
the public participation in local legislation as an entry point, Through
analysis of the history of our public participation in local legislation and
foreign public participation , Propose the inadequate of the public participation
in local legislation, On this basis, put forward a sound system of our public
participation in the legislative proposal.
The whole thesis can be divided into the following four parts:The first part
mainly explains the relevant theories,which including the basic concepts,legal
basis and the value function, defined the issues to be discussed in this paper
the meaning and significance.The second part mainly analysis of the problem
in the public participation in local legislation From the legal regulations and
systems operation. The third part briefly comment on the practice of public
participation in legislation of the British, the United States and Japan, in order
to improve the below to explore public participation in China's local
legislation. The fourth part finally tries to figure out the way on how to perfect
the public participation of local legislation ,which including three-pronged
approach to explore solutions.The first is in the legal provisions. At present,
the most prominent problem is no basis legal for public participation in local














instruments to overcome the problem. The second is in the operational aspects
of the system, which including improve the system of local legislative hearings,
establish the local legislative assistant systems, in order to institutionalize the
public participation in local legislation.The third is in other aspects,which
including increase the initiative and enthusiasm of public in local legislation,
strengthen the close ties between the legislature and the people, and the news
media will play more role in the public participation in local legislation.
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